
CSD Siteworks provides Stringer Topos users with enhanced surface analysis tools, 3D model visualisation, surface 

sharing for comparisons and output of alignments, long sections and cross sections.  This is the perfect companion 

product to Stringer Topo for surveyors, expanding the capabilities through to traditional site engineering outputs.  

Here’s how CSD SiteWorks can benefit you: 

       Fully integrated with Stringer Topo surfaces  

       Create Surfaces from 3D data in the drawing and point files 

       Calculate volumes and analyse volume surfaces  

       Generate long and cross sections anywhere across your surfaces  

       Analyse your mode in 3D including image/material rendering 

       Use  satellite imagery and online terrain data  

       View point clouds and combine surfaces 

       Add labels to the surface and enquire information 

When you install the software we add a new Ribbon (and Menu) into the CAD environment called Siteworks.  

Everything you need is on there, from surface analysis through to generating your outputs, visualising the 3D model 

and sharing data between drawings.   

Simple Tools - Simple Interface 

Enhance your Stringer Topo Survey capabilities with CSD SiteWorks 

If you are requiring civil engineering design capabilities then Civil Site Design is the product for you—as well as 

including the functionality of CSD Siteworks, Civil Site Design adds land development, road subdivision, road 

reconstruction, drainage sewer and utility design functionality directly inside your drawing. 
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Data Share tools enable the sharing of surface data between 

different drawings, giving you the ability to bring together 

multiple surveys into the same drawing for volume 

comparison or combining into one surface. 

This is perfect for subsequent surveys where the land has 

changed, such as stockpiles and staged cut/fill sites. 

Data Sharing—Multi-Day Survey Comparison 

Complete Design Capabilities 
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